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As an intimate group of 4-7, we'll gather in opulent
peace. Lovina is a sleepy yet beautiful ocean village in
the north of Bali. Feel your nervous system instantly
calm as you arrive deep within this jungle paradise. 

Breathe slow while you take in the expansive view over
a tropical landscape (the ocean 15mins drive away).
Our private villa, a mix of traditional Balinese and
modern furnishings, offering a comfortable and relaxing
atmosphere. An experience you'll remember forever.

Enjoy the infinity pool overlooking the jungle and open-
air dining and living areas where you'll be soaking up
new wisdom to support your PIVOT and restoration.
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The Business Chakra System©



Entrepreneur Artistry
There is no separation between

you & your business. 
 

To only use your mind, is to shut off a 
part of you that is ready to show 
you how to live & create unique

success in this world.
 

Because that's what you are.
 

Unique.



Melanie Midegs is a Psychosomatic
Therapist, Artist & EQ Business

Specialist.
 

For over 7 years Melanie has devoted her time to
mentoring & teaching 100's of entrepreneurs

globally about how to PIVOT via her IP - 
The Business Chakra System©. 

 
In a world that's constantly changing, there's one
strategy that you can rely on at all times - that's

your body.
 

Psychosomatics is the study of mind-body
connection. Melanie has an ability to read your

body, and reveal to you what your body and
emotions are pointing at for you to focus on in your

business.
 

With 'hustle' thankfully a business culture that's
slowly transitioning to mindfulness & self-care

since around 2019 (absolutely in 2023), leaders are
now ready to learn how to create their businesses

and success in a way that of course requires
effort... but with a lot more happiness and ease.



"I would definitely recommend. This knowledge of the
Business Chakra System© has shown me how to do
business more consciously, and helped me to own
my truth. Everything in the retreat flowed and has
been very helpful and constructive." 

Nora Gasperini
CEO L'Atelier Parfums et Créations





The Focus... Your EQ
We're told to keep emotions out of business.
Melanie challenges this lie and proves how your
emotions are in fact your biggest ally.

Your emotions tell you exactly what you need to
look at, how to make decisions, and how to turn
things around.

EXPECT:

1) To walk away a better version of yourself
2) Discover a new sense of peace & calm
3) Find clarity & a framework to keep you on 
     track no matter what challenges you face.



This retreat isn't another 'hustle, make-your-website,
getting-stuff-done' weekend, or 'how to switch off' to
then return home to a mountain of overwhelm a
week later.

This about getting real as a HUMAN BEING in
business and MASTERING IT.

The only way you'll ever be able to PIVOT and
have your big dream, take things up a notch, or
make the money you desire without keeling over,
is if you get emotionally intelligent and listen to
your body first.

That's the truth. 

"The PIVOT Restore Retreat helped me to find the real
'me'... how I can overcome my self-doubt & let go of
my guilt and fear to pursue my dreams."

Vanda Mathilda 
Chief Operating Officer



Time for a life & overwhelm/burnout.
Precision & reaction.

Loving what you do & resenting it.
A good nights sleep & tossing and turning.

Feeling supported & continual stress. 

Your choice between...

Remember who you are.
 

Slow Down to
Speed Up.
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Entrepreneur Artistry

An opportunity for you learn more about who you are
as an individual. From 3 hours to full day experiences,
be introduced to psychosomatics and walk away with
a new sense of self. 

ONLINE COURSES

Be introduced or take your Chakra System & EQ 
 knowledge once step deeper. Understand your
personal energetics and see how working against
your natural flow blocks your business growth.

PIVOT MENTORSHIPS
Work with Melanie one:one for 9 weeks as you journey
your Chakra System in life & business to realign, PIVOT
and create desired outcomes. 

PIVOT RESTORE RETREATS

LIVE WORKSHOPS

Learn from Melanie no matter where you are. Her Level 1
& 2 Chakra Philosophy Courses will accelerate and
impact both your Emotional Intelligence, Boundaries &
the Business Strategies you decide to implement. 100%
life-time access, and your absolute Go-Ro Resource in
any PIVOT situation.

THE ENTREPRENEUR ARTISTRY JOURNEY:

YOU
ARE
HERE



In 2023 we are entering a new era of
Renaissance. It will seperate those who
operate purely from the mind, from
those who are attuned emotionally.
The later being those who will in fact
lead the way.
 
While the collapse of familiar integral
world systems and structures occur,
the rebirth alongside Artificial
Intelligence, will in fact be a more
connected community and way of
living - this includes how you run your
business.

No more is it about quantity and
mindless accumulation. Rather it's
about quality.
 
The quality of your life, the quality of
your work and the quality of REAL LIFE
experience over a virtual one. 

PIVOT Restore Retreats are designed for
the ultimate experience of personalised
attention to education, connecting with
self and remembering who you are.
You will walk away with memories that
you will share and drawn on for a
lifetime.

Why PIVOT Restore Retreats?
 

Contact via: www.entrepreneurartistry.com
 



Pivot Restore
BALI RETREATS

www.entrepreneurartistry.com

A Business Chakra System© Weekend Immersion
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